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Thinking About Crime By James Wilson. In what instance do you like reviewing so a lot? Just what
concerning the kind of guide Thinking About Crime By James Wilson The should review? Well, everybody
has their very own reason needs to review some publications Thinking About Crime By James Wilson
Mainly, it will certainly connect to their need to obtain understanding from guide Thinking About Crime By
James Wilson as well as intend to read just to obtain enjoyment. Novels, tale publication, and also other
enjoyable books come to be so popular now. Besides, the scientific books will also be the most effective
reason to select, especially for the pupils, teachers, medical professionals, business owner, and also other
occupations who love reading.

Review
“No one thought more insightfully about crime than James Q. Wilson.”
—Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly

“In his influential book Thinking About Crime, as he so often did when thinking, writing or speaking about
public policies, James Wilson was able to present his ideas and observations in such a way that they
provoked and stimulated thought, debate, and action in new directions. He certainly did that for me
throughout my career and this book was just one example.”
—Bill Bratton, former Chief of the LAPD and Police Commissioner for the New York City and Boston
Police Department

“Thinking About Crime set the national crime-control agenda for a generation. Conditions have changed
since: we have about five times as many people behind bars now as 1975. The debate has changed too. But
forty years have not deprived Wilson's thinking of its fine critical edge, or his ideas of their centrality.”
—Mark Kleiman, Professor of Public Policy, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs

“[Wilson] was that rare academic whose ideas could be put into action and improve the quality of life.... The
greatest evidence of his success surrounds us—a resurgent city and thousands of New Yorkers who are alive
today because of his radical solution to a tidal wave of crime.”
—Rudolph Giuliani

“The most accomplished social scientist of the last half-century.... Elegant in bearing, voracious for learning,
eloquent in advocacy and amiable in disputation, Wilson was a prophet honored in his own country.”
—George F. Will

From the Inside Flap
When James Q. Wilson's brilliant and provocative classic "Thinking About Crime" was first published, the
conversation around crime had become rigid and polarized even as crime inexorably rose. Wilson
transformed the debate with his novel argument that criminal activity is largely shaped by rewards and
penalties, and that therefore society's responses to crime must be based on designing payoffs that will



minimize criminal activity. Now with a new foreword by the prominent libertarian scholar and best-selling
author Charles Murray, the paperback edition of "Thinking About Crime" will introduce a new generation of
readers to the theories and ideas that have been so influential in shaping the American criminal justice
system.

About the Author
James Q. Wilson (1931–2012) taught at Harvard, UCLA, and Pepperdine. Author of eighteen books,
including the standard college textbook on its topic, American Government, Wilson was a member of
national commissions on criminal justice, drug abuse prevention, and national security. He received the
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2003.
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As crime rates inexorably rose during the tumultuous years of the 1970s, disputes over how to handle the
violence sweeping the nation quickly escalated. James Q. Wilson redefined the public debate by offering a
brilliant and provocative new argument—that criminal activity is largely rational and shaped by the rewards
and penalties it offers—and forever changed the way Americans think about crime. Now with a new
foreword by the prominent scholar and best-selling author Charles Murray, this revised edition of Thinking
About Crime introduces a new generation of readers to the theories and ideas that have been so influential in
shaping the American justice system.
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When James Q. Wilson's brilliant and provocative classic "Thinking About Crime" was first published, the
conversation around crime had become rigid and polarized even as crime inexorably rose. Wilson
transformed the debate with his novel argument that criminal activity is largely shaped by rewards and
penalties, and that therefore society's responses to crime must be based on designing payoffs that will
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Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
Blah
By Carrie
I don't actually like or agree with this author and I think many of his points have some significant
(intentional) gaps and oversights. I only read this because it's a topic I read about frequently and I needed this
for a class. It is very dry reading.

1 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
This is 'the' book for criminal justice
By Edwin J. O'Farrell
This is a landmark book in American history and should be required reading for anyone with even a passing
interest in criminal justice. Wilson's seminal work changed forever the delivery of police services to the
public. This book stood conventional wisdom on it's head and provided the template for criminal justice
reforms for the past 40 years.

0 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
If you want to learn read this book
By Amazon Customer
A classic. If you want to learn read this book.

See all 5 customer reviews...
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